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Today's world,with the rapid development of science,the social function of 
science is increasingly becoming more and more powerful. The autonomy of science 
is of great important and has played an essential role in developing science to a high 
degree,and the science of social control’s effect has also become increasingly 
important.In the context of “Big science”,science is facing many challenges,and the 
relationship between science and society becomes more closely and more complex at 
the same time.Under these compicated conditions,there are plenty of issues standing 
in front of us.How to carry out social control of science more better while maintaining 
the autonomy of science,how to maintain the balance between the autonomy of 
science and social control of science,and how to strive to coordinate the development 
of science and society have been turning into the most pressing urgent one.  
This paper begins with illustrating the concept of the autonomy of science.On the 
base of analzing the concept of science and autonomy,I proposed that the autonomy of 
science includes two aspects: one is the relative independence of science; the other is 
the freedom of scientists to explore. By reviewing the formation and development of 
the autonomy of science,particularly by reviewing the three famous debates about the 
plan-science and unrestrained-science of the 20th century,a conclusion was 
summarized that autonomy of science has been gradually weaken of and the social 
control of science gradually strengthed. Then,by the analysis of the concepts of 
control and the social control, the the social control of science was put forward.And 
also I proposed it shoud be pointed out that the social control is composed of two 
aspects,including internal control and external control.After that,by reviewing the 
history of the social control of science,a trend was obtained that the social control had 
been externalized.In other words,the internal control of science had gradually been 
wrapped while the external control been highlighted.Finally,by the analysis of the 
current challenges to the autonomy of science and the social control of science,I come 















autonomy of science and the social control of science.And some measures were put 
forward to maintain the balance at the end of thepaper. 
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    第一章主要探讨科学的自主性。分别考察了科学和自主性的概念，在此基础
上提出科学自主性的内涵。然后回顾了科学自主性形成和发展的历程，得出科学
自主性逐渐弱化的趋势。 
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很强的“自然科学”（nature science）。德语 Wissenschaft 这个词是拉丁词 scientia
的直译，其意义远比现代意义上的科学宽泛。它意指系统形式的且用某种方法联
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